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Scene Summary 
 “You are the man!” tells the story of a great courage by the prophet Nathan and also 
genuine contrition from King David.  This is a play within a play.  The two main characters, 
David and Nathan, begin the dialog and Nathan acts as narrator for the second play that tells the 
sad story of a dear little lamb.  As Nathan narrates, scenes include a rich man with many sheep 
and cattle…a poor man with a little lamb, raised as a pet in his own home…a traveler comes to 
the rich man and the rich man prepares a meal…the rich man takes the little lamb from the poor 
man instead of one from his own flock…this play closes and the focus returns to David and 
Nathan…where David says “the man who did this deserves to die!” and Nathan responds, “You 
are the man!” 

Scripture 
 
(2 Samuel 12:1-7)  The LORD sent Nathan to David. When he came to him, he said, "There 
were two men in a certain town, one rich and the other poor. {2} The rich man had a very large 
number of sheep and cattle, {3} but the poor man had nothing except one little ewe lamb he had 
bought. He raised it, and it grew up with him and his children. It shared his food, drank from his 
cup and even slept in his arms. It was like a daughter to him. {4} "Now a traveler came to the 
rich man, but the rich man refrained from taking one of his own sheep or cattle to prepare a meal 
for the traveler who had come to him. Instead, he took the ewe lamb that belonged to the poor 
man and prepared it for the one who had come to him." {5} David burned with anger against the 
man and said to Nathan, "As surely as the LORD lives, the man who did this deserves to die! {6} 
He must pay for that lamb four times over, because he did such a thing and had no pity." {7} 
Then Nathan said to David, "You are the man! " 

 
Scripture quotations marked (NIV) are taken from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. NIV®. 
Copyright©1973, 1978, 1984 by International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved. 
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Players 
• Narrator – This person opens and closes the play.  May be the teacher. 
• Nathan – A good reader with a clear voice. 
• King David – This should be a person should command authority, dressed in royal 

clothes. 
• Rich Person – A person dress in fine clothes, with voice that is difficult to trust. 
• Poor Person – A humble person, dressed in tattered clothes. 
• Traveler – Small, but important role. 
• Sheep – Students pretending to be sheep, non-speaking parts and walk on all fours. 

 

Special Props 
• Normal items from the prop box such as cloaks, veils, robes and headdresses. 
• A crown and sword for King David. 
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Script – You Are the Man! 
 
[Opening scene, King David is on his throne, stage left, looking at his sword.  If possible, have 
the king elevated, a chair on top of a table, for example.] 
 
Narrator: [enters from stage right to center] Welcome to our play “You are the man!”   Our play 
opens with King David upon his throne. [gestures toward King David] The King has murdered 
and kept it a secret.  [pause]  God sees everything and sent Nathan the prophet to King David 
[gestures as Nathan enters].   
 
Nathan: [enters center stage then comes stage right and kneels in respect before King David]  
 
David: [looking up, happy to see his friend] Nathan!  
 
Nathan: [standing up] My king. 
 
David: Have you a word from God? 
 
Nathan: [gestures to center stage as the rich person comes in] 
 
Rich person: [comes forward, looks very proud and arrogant.]  
 
Nathan: In a certain town there were two people.  One was very rich. 
 
Poor person: [comes forward, cloths are tattered, but still happy.  Pulls the pants pockets out to 
show there is no money.]  
 
Nathan: The other was very poor.  [all the sheep, except one come onstage and follow the rich 
person to center left stage]  The rich person had many sheep.  [the remaining sheep comes out 
and follows the poor person to center right stage] The poor person had only one little lamb that 
was raised as a pet in there home.  [the poor person caresses the sheep with affection.] This little 
lamb was raised from a baby and ate from the mater’s table.  The lamb was loved like a member 
of the family. [pause] 
 
Traveler: [enters center stage and goes to greet the rich person]  
 
Nathan: One day a traveler came to visit the rich person.  The rich person decided to have a 
feast for the traveler and began to make everything ready. [the rich person begins to clear a table, 
move chairs around, set cups and plates if available. The rich sheep huddle together. The single 
little sheep lies down by the poor master.] The rich person didn’t have food prepared, so instead 
of taking one the lambs from the flock [the rich person goes over to the poor little lamb and leads 
it away, offstage.] the rich person goes and takes the poor person, little pet lamb to cook for the 
traveler. [the rich person comes back with a plate to set before the traveler. [pause, then everyone 
quietly leaves the stage, except David and Nathan] 
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David: [very angry, and it a loud voice, standing up] As surely as the LORD lives, the man who 
did this deserves to die! He must pay for that lamb four times over, because he did such a thing 
and had no pity. 
 
Nathan: [loudly] You are the man! 
 
David: [sits slowly down] 
 
Nathan: God gave you the entire kingdom and yet you took another man’s life.   
 
David: [looks down] O God, I have sinned.  Forgive me. 
 
The End 
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Supplemental Information 
 

This story carries multiple levels of understanding for your students.  This play is a 
snapshot of a much larger picture in the life of King David.  David has committed grievous sins 
that according to the Mosaic laws have no appeal or remission, but simply punishment by death.  
This story reflects the amazing grace of God and David’s extraordinary recognition of sin, taking 
complete responsibility.   Possibly the best lesson for your students is that God sees everything, 
there is nothing that can be hidden, especially our sins.  David recognized his sin and repented.  
Remind your students that everyone makes mistakes and we all sin, however God has given us 
His Holy Spirit that speaks to our hearts; that small voice inside, telling us to turn around, repent 
and ask forgiveness. 
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